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What's the biggest challenge of running a

two-sided marketplace?

Two sided marketplaces need a very simple intuition

assuming the founder has not chosen an offering

which is too niche e.g. Vegan Dog Ice Cream. What I

mean is that most entrepreneurs start a market

place where if they do the basics right viz. Primary,

Secondary Research; Not drinking their own Kool-

Aid in market sizing aka keeping Total Addressable

market real; Respecting the current market

competitors is they identify a large unmet need. So,

Demand Side exists and is willing to pay or try out

your product. So, you always focus on the supply

side. Always! For the first 18 months, if your supply

side is good and there is an unmet need, you do not

need a sales team. If this intuition is clear and you

have done the basic TAM right and timed your entry.

Building two sided marketplaces will get easier. I

find a lot of entrepreneurs I help scale focus more on

the customer experience at the cost of the supply

side.

How far is India from using drones for logistics

in your opinion, also is it something you would

want to pursue in near future?

Cities are 3D but goods mobility is in 2D. So, I

definitely see an application. The constraint here is

the regulation, but India has been progressive in

setting up the Digital Sky Initiative.

(https://digitalsky.dgca.gov.in)

You were talking about the overall need of

bringing logistics cost down of India GDP?

How do you think that's going to change,

when volumetric surface shipping charges are

still so high in India?

Fix the biggest constraint and inefficient piece. Last

mile logistics. When I started Blowhorn, I had three

paths, build a freight forwarding platform in a

trillion-dollar market, or build an intercity logistics

company or solve the biggest problem viz. Intracity

logistics. I pursued the biggest problem rather than

the biggest market. Visit this Question in 3 years’

time and I am confident we will catalyse speed and

convenience at affordable prices
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We want to be Earth's best intracity logistics

company. The test match has just started. It is post

lunch session of Day 1 with David looking solid at the

crease with Sehwag.

What's the end game in logistics for BH, does

BH expect to be in logistics business similar

to that of DTDC and GATI or be only in the

intra city business, as the movement of

singular goods/part truck load for a single

customer/end user is very expensive in India?

I pursued my MBA after 7.5 years in the AP Moller

Maersk Group in their fast track management

program. I started at a warehouse doing operations

and ended doing BizDev/Commercial in a port

which needed a turnaround and had a successful

IPO. My cohort in my B school was mostly 29+ years

old with successful careers already established. So,

an MBA with the cohort was excellent! Experiential

learning gets catalysed big time. Networks open up

and ground you as you realise that the world is full of

rockstars. Funnily enough, I refer to my MBA cases or

the skills I picked up (Case solving etc.) pretty

frequently.

How has your MBA helped you in your career.

Were there any learnings you applied directly

during your career ?

What is your view on the logistics industry

going forward?

We have three irreversible changes at a Meta Level

Cities are getting larger and Cities are the growth

engine of jobs. Case in point are the cities which

expand into suburbs and so on in multiple countries.

Customers are focussed on speed and convenience.

Both are increasingly important requirements. And if

you think of the bits and atoms businesses, in the

atom’s businesses, the key constraint to scale is

distribution. The underlying constraint is how fast

you can get a good to a customer. Now onto the

next piece. For every 100 INR of India's GDP spend, 14

INR is on logistics. Developed countries spend 8% of

their GDP on logistics. We have a gap of 6%. The

biggest challenge in India is not the ports or the

intercity networks. They run ok. Infact some

elements of the logistics networks are world class.

The issue is when the goods come to the city (the so

called 'last mile') and from there they have to reach

to the customers doorstep. Connect the dots. There

is a behaviour change driven by demographics and

macroeconomy. There is a need to make India grow

at 10% without cutting defence spend, healthcare

and education spend. Efficient logistics is the

panacea. It is unsexy. But possibly the most

important driver of evolution in the world of atoms.

One word. Visibility. Ensure that supply chain

visibility is prioritised. Then you can identify the

problem area quickly. Else metrics can hide the real

issue. At Blowhorn, we focus on providing supply

chain visibility and share insights on how to fix your

supply chains

What methods are taken in account to weed

out logistics servicing issue? Are all the

metrics trackable and if not, how is it

operationally sorted? It would be great if you

can enlighten us
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Logistics is an important growth driver of

economies.

Supply side in logistics, at least in our sector, is

fragmented.

The only way to provide high quality of service

with consistency while managing a fragmented

supply side is to have an overarching technology

layer.

Overused, but I will say it. Software is eating logistics 

How is technology enabling growth in logistics

space?

Do share how you are integrated into the

ecomm ecosystem. I have great hopes from

providers like you to enable a modular

platform for e-commerce for small players

using Shopify as opposed to expensive

marketplaces?

There is fundamentally three waves of Ecommerce

buying as I see it. First are massive all-purpose

marketplaces like Amazon, FK, second is specific

marketplaces like apparel, electronics and the third

wave is brands and D2C building their own

shopfronts. I would say that we are building the

spades and sickles so that you folks can go and mine

the retail gold. Shopify is helping you build a

shopfront and reach to your customers. The idea is

to leave your supply chain to Blowhorn. 

an asset light fashion. So, this gives us speed and

scale.

Can you put some light on the competition in

this industry?

It’s a low barrier to entry business but a high

barrier to scale business.

It is relatively easy to scale revenues in logistics

but extremely hard to scale margins with growth.

 

Network effects work differently. Breaking

through commercial relationships takes months,

but once established, you can rapidly expand

horizontally and vertically.

Again, Logistics is a large industry which has to be

unbundled to multiple mega billion businesses. e.g.

courier, shipping, hyperlocal, trucking, 3PL etc. In the

space we operate - Asset Light Intracity logistics,

there are multiple folks doing multiple things.

Shadow fax focusses on hyperlocal distribution,

Porter focusses on SMEs etc. The 3 key intuitions

when you think about logistics are the follows to

help you assess competition        

How do you see competition from Dunzo,

Shadowfax or Uber connect or Swiggy Genie?

They are all great companies. They have some

limitations either in coverage area or size of goods.

The way we think about it is to not be a leader in one

commodity or tonnage. We are democratising

logistics so that everyone can use it. You can use it to

shift your couch, an eCommerce player can scale

with us across multiple cities or you can setup a

business where Blowhorn runs your supply chain

while you focus on whatever you do.

There so many well established logistics

services in the market, what is the thing that

differentiate you from the rest of the players?

Logistics is as important to the business of atoms as

technology is to businesses of bits. This is like asking

an entrepreneur building an app, as to what makes

him great as a technology company. You do not

compare an Oyo with an Infosys. Logistics is super

nuanced. In what we do, intracity full stack logistics,

we actually run a full stack operation where we

manage end to end supply chains. And we run it in
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Difficult but depends on the trust the drivers place

on the platform. At Blowhorn, we have been

fortunate...

“The rising petrol and diesel prices on the fixed

pricing model”

I assume you want to know whether fuel prices are

linked to the commercials. They usually are.

“Any pivoting into hyper delivery, reverse logistics

and barriers”

Hyper-delivery is a subset of intracity logistics so is

reverse logistics. They are not pivoting. Barriers are

that the market is getting clear winners in each

segment. Possible signal to explore more disruptive

problems at the conflux of AI Autonomy and

Electrification.

The rising petrol and diesel prices on the

fixed pricing model     

Any pivoting into hyper delivery, reverse

logistics and barriers?

How is managing the driver force in the

network in the current scenario where supply

chain and the regulations have completely

disrupted-

As a CEO, how far ahead do you think about

the different possibilities of transportation in

future? Like, in your mind, do you have a list of

the most probable transport methods of 2030,

and BlowHorn today is adapting to that vision,

or is it more like, adapting daily to the

circumstances rather than predicting?

Given my experience in logistics across shipping,

trucking, warehousing and ports before I pursued

my future studies and eventually Blowhorn gives me

a moderate idea on the leading and lagging

indicators driving my business. So, our strategy

evolves around knowing where the puck is headed

and we have been patiently building all the layers

from the bottom up. From a tactical standpoint, we

have issues cropping up daily as logistics is code for

a 'contingency management business’. When you

get 500 deliveries from your favourite Ecommerce

company on time, you never thank them. But that

one day when a package gets delayed, you escalate

on LinkedIn. It is what it is.

From my experience, consumer facing logistics

is a really tough problem to solve. I have used a

few inter-city logistic services recently and not

a single one of them is highly rated by

consumers. So, what are the challenges which

result in a not-so-smooth experience for

customers?

Intercity Logistics Services have a different set of

issues to deal with. Also, they deal with B2B

consumers a lot more than a B2C consumer. So, a

possible answer could be that they are not focussed

on the B2C consumer as it’s a tiny market.

What are some permanent changes that

occurred in the logistics industry due to

COVID?

It brought a new wave of customers on online

platforms. Case in point, my mom. She now

orders groceries on Flipkart, BigBasket or Swiggy.

It has made customers in India aware that there

is a 'delivery cost'. This could permanently

improve unit economics

Resilient networks vs efficient networks. In

logistics you can be a cost leader or a reliability

leader.   It has accelerated the adoption of anti-

fragile digital marketplaces

History is a great teacher. Behind China's previous

Ecommerce boom and mobile marketplace

adoption was the SARS attack which brought a new

wave of customers online. Online marketplaces took

off.
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Let me explain as a logistician.

Let me explain as a Businessman

Ola and Uber will flood the market with money

and kill you. That is the next argument. Let me

explain as a venture funded entrepreneur. People

mobility market is 9B$. Goods Mobility market is

about 8 times that on average depending on city

dimensions. So, this is a large market and we

already have a head start

Zero worry.

Blowhorn moves 1000s of commodities every day. In

people mobility, the commodity is a human being.

The commodity is between a certain height and a

certain weight mostly and loads and unloads itself.

My vegetables and medical equipment and

Ecommerce goods do not. This brings N orders of

complexity for which you need to build a separate

stack and separate processes.People mobility and

Goods Mobility need different DNAs!

On the demand side, switching costs are high. You

cannot give one free ride and ask L&T to switch their

logistics provider tomorrow.

Can you tell us more about how do you hedge

against the possibility of giants like Ola/Uber

getting into this space? Like is that a constant

worry? Also, do you have action plans ready at

all times, if in case, they do?

Addressing Bharat. We need to move from pin

codes to lat/long based central addressing for

Bharat. An NPCI/UPI like service which is

essentially free and supported centrally for

addressing will move India GDP by a percentage

point.     

Electrification. Electrification of mobility is

currently going through a phase which will

invariably consolidate with clear winners

emerging. Nobody is rethinking mobility in a big

way in an electrified world. I think there are some

opportunities here. 

Automation and autonomy. Autonomous

transportation, automation of warehousing,

computer vision applications to improve

efficiency and automation are all areas which

should blow up in the next 3-4 years once the

logistics marketplaces scale up across India.

I will focus on problems which need to be solved.        

Logistics is an example of a traditional

industry ran by established players for a long

time which is getting disrupted by new

entrants. What are few basic problems which

new companies solved/ are solving which

existing players are not able to solve and why?


